
Balancing Blocks

Slogans:

Master the Tower!

Towers of fun!

Life skills for a playful child!

Interior:

Thank you for your purchase of a MontiKids toy! Your child will have a blast learning the basics
as they grow and develop their physical and mental abilites. We take pleasure in guiding your
child through their developmental process and beyond, and know that the first toys they have
are the most important. Our balancing blocks are sure to fascinate the curious. We hope that
you find fun and exciting ways to expand your child's mind.

Challenge your child's ability: See how high they can stack a tower before it collapses!

Introduce math concepts: Teach simple counting, subtraction, and addition!

But our balancing blocks aren’t just for promising wunderkinds and growing minds alone.
They’re also a research-proven way to reduce stress for all ages. You’ll amaze yourself how tall
you can build your own tower, and the gorgeous architecture you create.

Complete the Stack-o-meter!

Level 1 - The Buddhist’s Apprentice: You should have no problem putting together this fun, easy,
sharp design.

Level 2 - The Architect: Congratulations, you’re on your way to becoming a stacking guru. With
mastery like this, you’ll ascend to champion in no time.

Level 3 - The Dhalai Llama: Impressive, young grasshopper!You’ve accomplished a tower only
a zen master could conceive.

2.

Thank you for purchasing MontiKids balancing blocks. We believe early childhood development
should be as entertaining as it is educational. Our toys are carefully and craftfully designed to
inspire creativity both in your child and yourself. You’ll be amazed at the multiple ways balancing
blocks can bring joy to your household!



Challenge your child's ability: See how high they can stack a tower before it collapses.

Introduce math concepts: Have your child count how many blocks are stacked.

Build a work of art: Let your child’s imagination run wild!
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With Montikids, learning and playing come together. We believe toys are an essential part of a
child’s developmental process, and we aim to bring a line devoted to making learning as fun as
possible. But it’s not all about education. You’ll be shocked at how many wildly entertaining uses
you and your child will find for our balancing blocks!

Challenge Your Child's Ability: See how high they can stack a tower before it collapses.

Introduce Math Concepts: Have your child count how many blocks are stacked.

Build A Work of Art: Let your child’s imagination run wild!

Brainstorming questions:  What OTHER ways can balancing blocks be used? Why else are toys
important in a children’s development? What’s fun about them? How are they fun without being
educational?


